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1

QED Kit Contents

Carry Case
QED Analyser
QED Power Supply
Cuvette Holder
Dark Block
Fluorescence Cuvette x 2
Spare Excitation source

Positive Displacement Pipette (30 – 250
microlitre range)
Bottle Top Dispenser (1 – 10 ml range)
Mini Centrifuge
Mini Balance
5x Cuvette Holder Base Reflective Layer
Laptop PC with QED driver software

To analyse samples with the QED, HPLC grade >99.9% purity Methanol is required. Allow for 40 ml per
sample for soil and 15 ml for water. If the full calibration procedure is followed allow 150 ml to prepare
the calibrators.
It is recommended that the methanol is tested using the QED before getting to site. Most HPLC grades of
Methanol are acceptable, but occasionally, a batch will fail the Blank check.
QROS can also supply or recommend alternative solvents if Tar or predominantly PAH type material is
expected.
For water samples, iso Hexane can be used to concentrate the sample in the field. 25 ml of Hexane is
recommended per sample. HPLC grade Hexane >99.9% purity is required.
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Using the supplied equipment
Bottle Top Dispenser
Insert the long tube into the dispenser body and screw dispenser onto bottle.
The solvent dispenser is set by moving the volume selector on the side of the
graduated dispenser body until the marker is in line with the volume required.
Some dispensers require a knob to be untightened and others use a squeeze
procedure to release the volume selector. The picture shows the dispenser set
to dispense 9ml. For selectors that use a knob, always ensure the knob is tight
before dispensing a volume of solvent.
To dispense the correct volume, gently pull the plunger up until it reaches the
stop. Push the plunger back down gently until you reach the bottom stop. The
set volume will be dispensed. Initially dispense several volumes into a sample
bottle to ensure air bubbles have been removed from the system.
Periodically confirm an accurate dispenser volume is dispensed by adding 2
x 10 ml of methanol to a 20 ml volumetric flask. Adjust if required by
following the dispenser manual instructions.
The full dispenser manual is included with the QED instruction set.

The pipette is set by turning the knob at the top of the
pipette until the desired volume is shown in the
window. This window shows 45 microlitres has been
set. Pushing down on the knob expels the liquid in the
pipette tip. (see video instruction)

The pipette has a pipette tip attached to it. When
drawing up sample extract or calibrator solution,
make sure there are no bubbles visible in the
liquid in the tip. Even a small bubble will
significantly affect the results

Picture to the left shows liquid surface visible
in cuvette. This may cause errors to trigger.
Ensure liquid surface is not visible for all
blank, sample and calibrator analysis, as
shown on right
QED Hydrocarbon Analyser. Operating Instructions v3.0
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QED Operation Summary

The QED has been designed to be an easy to use and economical analytical instrument that is capable of
producing accurate information either on site or in the laboratory. The following flow chart indicates the
simple steps needed to obtain a result. A more detailed instruction set follows the flow chart.
Plug in QED to
computer and power
supply

Approx.
12
minutes

Warm Up QED

Check Solvent

Fingerprint Mode

Run Blank

Approx
1
minute

Fundamental
Calibration Mode

Full Calibration Mode

Run Scan Set

Run Scan Set

Approx.
8
minutes

Analyse

Run Blank

Sample Extract

Analyse next sample

Extract Sample

Approx.
30
seconds

Approx.
30
seconds

Approx.
2
minutes

Run Blank

Analyse

Run

Sample Extract

5 x PAH Calibrators

Run BTEX, Diesel,
Degraded Fuel
Calibrators and others if
required

Analyse next sample

Analyse

Each sample typically takes 30
seconds to analyse once extracted and
the QED is calibrated

Sample Extract

Approx.
30
seconds
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Connecting QED to the power supply and computer

Turn on QED by connecting the supplied 12V power supply to the QED and then to a suitable 110/240V
wall outlet or into a car 12V power socket using the car power adaptor.
Insert the cuvette holder into the QED analyser. Leave out the cuvette.
Turn on the computer. Connect the QED to the computer using the USB lead. The computer will
automatically recognise the QED.
Start the QED program by clicking on the QED Driver icon on the computer desktop.
If the driver has not been used before, the full EULA declaration will show. Click the accept button to
continue using the driver. If the driver has already been used, the QED driver splash screen will show and
the driver will load.
The program will start and open on the Data Input screen.

(error message: if the computer has not recognised the QED, a message will show saying device not
recognised or problem installing device. Take the USB plug out, wait 5 seconds and put the USB back in.
This usually allows the computer to recognise QED. If this still does not work try an alternative USB
port. If this still fails to work, the QED or computer has failed and another unit will be required)

Important
If the QED driver (the software program on the computer) has not been used before, ensure the computer
and driver are synchronised. Open the Results sheet and click on the Save Data button at the bottom left
of the screen. After a pause a save as dialogue box will open showing Copy of QED Save Data in the save
as name. Click Cancel. The QED and computer will now be synchronised. This process is only required if
the computer and QED have not been used before.

QED Hydrocarbon Analyser. Operating Instructions v3.0
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Initial Preparation

5.1
Work area and essential items
Ensure a clear area of minimum 60 cm x 70 cm is available to work on. Make sure people passing by
cannot trip over any cables attached to the QED or the computer and the solvent is in a place where it
cannot be easily knocked over and that the solvent has either the lid on or the bottle top dispenser
attached. Waste methanol can be placed into a lidded container or an old methanol bottle used. Always
put on the lid after placing waste in the container.
Obtain lint free tissue paper to wipe the cuvette sides and to drain out the cuvette onto. (Most toilet paper
works). A permanent marker pen is essential to mark sample containers, rinse tubes and centrifuge tubes.
Fill a clean 30 ml sample extraction bottle with 20 ml of clean methanol and put on the lid. Label with an
R to signify it is to be used for rinsing pipette tips.
5.2
Extraction and Dilution Solvent Check
This can be done before the instrument has fully warmed up, but if the ambient temperature is below
15oC, ensure the power supply has been connected and turned on for at least 2 minutes before carrying
out this procedure. The analysis requires a clean cuvette and extraction and dilution solvent to work
correctly. Before making the standards or running an analysis, check the cuvette, methanol and
extraction/dilution solvent by pressing the Blank button on the Data Input screen. A message box will ask
for the Dark to be placed into the QED. Remove the Dark Block from the Dark Block Holder section of
the Cuvette Holder and place in the Cuvette Position space. (if there is a hole in the Dark Block, make
sure it is pointing to the cuvette holder handle). Push the cuvette holder into QED. Press OK. Pressing
Cancel will stop the Dark check run.
A Green box will show saying Analysing.
Once the Dark is set a message box asking to analyse the Blank will show. Remove the dark block and
place it back into the Dark Block Holder. Fill the cuvette to at least ¾ full (3ml from the dispenser) with
the methanol or extraction solvent and place in the cuvette position in the cuvette holder. Push the cuvette
holder into QED. Click OK on the message box. If hydrocarbon is detected, either a message box will
show saying “Blank Fail. Rinse out cuvette 5x and wipe outside surfaces with a methanol moistened
tissue and repeat Blank”, or “Slightly Contaminated. Click OK to keep or Rinse cuvette 3x with solvent,
clean outside surfaces and re run Blank”. The Blank contaminated messages will continue to show if the
solvent or cuvette is contaminated. If cleaning the cuvette does not work, the solvent is contaminated and
must be replaced.
The QED software will not allow any analysis to be carried out if the solvent used to extract and
dilute the samples is too contaminated because false values will be generated.
See section 6.3 for potential error messages and solutions to the error. This check does not replace the full
Dark and Blank procedure required for calibration and analysis.
In some cases the cuvette holder can become contaminated. Rinse the cuvette holder with methanol using
the dispenser to direct a stream of methanol onto the reflective surfaces. Rinse 3 x using 3 ml of methanol
on each surface and allow to dry.
5.3
Warm Up
The warm up is an integral part of the QC procedure that checks several of the QED operating systems
and generates an important baseline.
Insert the cuvette holder into the QED. Do not put a cuvette in the holder. Click on the warm up button
to initialise and warm QED. A red message bar showing “warm up time 10 minutes remaining” will
QED Hydrocarbon Analyser. Operating Instructions v3.0
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show. The time remaining will count down until zero. This will ensure the analyser has reached its most
stable operating temperature. During the warm-up, QED will run self diagnostic checks.

If a problem is detected during the Warmup, one of the following messages will be displayed.
Error message
Dark block present or QED power
supply not connected

Error condition
Dark block present, power supply off or
excitation source not working

Cuvette holder not in QED
Optimum Warmup temperature not
reached
Excitation source near end of life

The empty cuvette holder is not present
This may occur if QED was left in an
ambient temperature below 5oC (41F)
The excitation source is getting near the
end of its life

Excitation source at end of life

The excitation source has reached the
end of its useful life, but still turns on

Action to be carried out
Check cuvette holder is empty, check
power supply is connected and on. If 1st
2 items are correct, excitation source
has failed. Change excitation source
Put the empty cuvette holder in QED
Repeat Warmup
A cuvette may be in the cuvette holder.
Remove and re-run warmup. If not,
replace the excitation source as soon as
possible. It will probably last a day
however.
Replace the excitation source before
proceeding with the analysis. The error
is recorded.

The QED will be ready to use when the time remaining indicator is no longer visible and no error
messages are displayed. Prepare the calibrators if the full calibration is to be used during the warm up.
If the QED has been left at an ambient temperature below 5oC, a Repeat Warmup message may show. Rerun the warmup. Running the QED at this temperature and lower will however shorten the excitation
source life. For best results, ensure the QED is stored at temperatures above 10oC.
5.4
Quick Warm-up
In certain circumstances, the QED may have warmed up already, for example if the QED has been turned
on and left for over 10 minutes before the first warm up is started. If the full warm-up is not required, put
the cuvette holder into the QED and click the warm-up button, wait 20 seconds and then remove the
cuvette holder. A message stating that the warm-up has been interrupted or that the cuvette holder is
missing will show. Replace the cuvette holder and click on the warm-up button again. If the QED has
warmed sufficiently, a message will ask if the warm-up should be repeated. Click No to skip the warm-up
or YES to repeat the full warm-up. If the QED has not warmed up sufficiently, it will automatically repeat
the full warm-up.
Using the Quick Warmup procedure may cause the “Re-Run Blank” sequence to be triggered for the first
7 or 8 samples. This is because the detector may not have reached its optimum operating temperature
which is only achieved during actual operation. The Blank procedure ensures the optimum baseline is
used for the next sample. The Re-Run Blank” sequence should stop triggering after 7 or 8 samples have
been analysed. For best results, using the full warm up procedure is the preferred option.

QED Hydrocarbon Analyser. Operating Instructions v3.0
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6

Calibration

QED can be set to run in one of three modes.
Fundamental Calibration Mode (FCM) provides quantitative results for the sample analysis as well as
tentative identification, but is slightly less accurate with fewer QC checks than fully calibrated results. A
single calibration is required for this mode. This mode is typically used for on site analysis. An initial
calibration using Scan_Set is required.
Full Calibration is the most accurate and gives the highest level of QC. A full set of calibration solutions
are required for this mode. This mode is typically used in a fixed location laboratory. An initial
calibration using Scan_Set is required.
Fingerprint mode will only generate fingerprints and tentatively identify the hydrocarbon present in the
sample. Quantitative results are not possible. No calibration is required.
6.1
Initial Calibration with Scanset
The Scan_Set stock solution is typically supplied in a glass container. Decant approximately 4.5ml of this
solution into the supplied plastic Scan_Set 5ml tube and put the cap on tightly. This solution is re-useable
and will last for 1 week before requiring replacement, unless error messages show.
Once the warm up has been carried out, press the Calibrate Analyser button on the Data Input screen (Top
Right). A message box will ask you to put the Scan Set solution into QED. Open the Scan set solution
tube and pour enough of the solution into the cuvette to fill it to at least ¾ full. If the solution spills down
the outside of the cuvette, wipe off the cuvette with tissue.
Insert the cuvette into the cuvette holder, push the cuvette holder into QED and click OK. Clicking cancel
will stop the initial calibration. The Data Input screen will show a value in the scan time window. The
value will increase until the optimum scan time is determined. This can take up to 15 seconds. The QED
will monitor the Scan_Set solution and the following errors may show.
Error message
Dark block detected or
QED not turned on

Error condition
QED cannot detect a signal

Action to be carried out
Check the Dark block is absent and that the QED is still
connected to power. If the above 2 conditions are true, the
excitation source may have failed. Check this by quickly
opening the flap in the back of the QED where the cuvette
holder goes. If light is seen the excitation source is working.

Scan Set not present

The Scan Set solution has not
been detected. Make sure a
blank or other calibrator has
not been used.
The Scan Set solution is at too
low a concentration to give
good results
The Scan Set solution is
contaminated or is not a Scan
Set solution
The Scan Set solution is at too
high a concentration to give
good results
QED is expecting something in
the cuvette holder
QED cannot see the cuvette
holder.

The Scan Set solution may be contaminated. Check the Scan
Set solution was used. If it was used, replace it because it is
possibly contaminated

Scan Set too low

Scan Set contaminated

Scan Set too high

Cuvette not in holder
Cuvette
present

holder

not

Replace the Scan Set solution

Check the Scan Set was used. If correct, replace Scanset
solution
Replace the Scan Set solution

Check that the cuvette containing the Blank is not in the
cuvette holder or that the cuvette in the holder is not empty
Put cuvette holder containing the calibrator into the QED

When the scan time is set a message box will show stating that the “QED is set to run in Fundamental
Calibration Mode, Click OK to proceed or Cancel to enter into Full Calibration mode”.
QED Hydrocarbon Analyser. Operating Instructions v3.0
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The Scan_Set solution is very stable but leaving the lid off the container even for a short time will allow
evaporation, causing the concentration of the Scan_Set solution to increase. Inadvertently diluting the
Scan_Set solution will cause the concentration of the Scan_Set solution to decrease, both situations
causing the error message to be triggered. Pouring Scan_Set into a dirty cuvette may sufficiently
contaminate the Scan_Set to trigger the contamination error. It is therefore essential to be careful with the
Scan_Set solution. (It may be advisable to have a spare Scan_Set solution if out in the field)
Always replace the Scan_Set after 1 week of use. Rinse the Scan_Set plastic tube with 3 x 3ml of
methanol and fully dry before adding fresh Scan_Set from the stock container.
6.2
Fundamental Calibration Mode
Before clicking OK when the calibration option message box appears, remove the Scan Set solution from
the cuvette and pour it back into the Scan Set solution tube. DO NOT DISCARD. Wash the cuvette 3x
with clean Methanol from the dispenser and invert the cuvette on tissue to drain.
Once OK is clicked, a message box will then show asking for the Dark Block, then the Blank. See section
6.3 for the procedure to follow. Providing the Dark and Blank are satisfactory, a yellow box showing
Fundamental Calibration Mode will show in the Data Input screen and a green box at the bottom of the
page will show OK next to the Initial Calibration Check and the QED will be ready to analyse samples.
6.3
Dark and Blank
This procedure sets the analysis baseline and checks for solvent and cuvette contamination and cuvette
integrity. A message box will initially ask for the Dark Block to be put into the QED. Put the dark block
into the cuvette position in the cuvette holder, (if there is a hole in the Dark Block, make sure it is
pointing to the cuvette holder handle) and push this into QED. Press OK. Pressing Cancel will stop the
calibration run. A green box will show saying Analysing. If no errors are detected a message box asking
to run the Blank will show. Remove the dark block. Fill the cuvette to at least ¾ full (3ml from the
dispenser) with the clean methanol (or Hexane if running hexane extracted water samples) and place in
the cuvette holder. It is important to make sure the top of the solvent in the cuvette is above the cuvette
holder window or potential errors will be reported. Push the cuvette holder into the QED and press OK. A
green box will show saying Analysing. If no errors are detected the QED is ready to analyse samples.
The errors associated with the Dark/Blank analysis are shown below.
Error message
Cuvette not in holder

Error condition
QED
is
expecting
something in the cuvette
holder
QED cannot see the cuvette
holder.
QED expects to see Dark
Block data

Cuvette holder not present
Dark Block not detected

Dark block detected or QED not turned
on

QED cannot detect a signal
when expecting the Blank
solution

Blank Contaminated

The
Blank
is
very
contaminated
with
hydrocarbon
This shows if the blank
contains a low level of
hydrocarbon.
The cuvette condition is
poor

Blank Slightly Contaminated. Do You
want to use this as a blank?
Cuvette may
replacing

require

cleaning

or

QED Hydrocarbon Analyser. Operating Instructions v3.0

Action to be carried out
Check that the cuvette containing the Blank is in
the cuvette holder or that the cuvette in the holder is
not empty
Put cuvette holder containing the blank into the
QED
Ensure the Dark Block is in the QED and the hole
(if present) is pointing away from the excitation
source
Check the Dark block is absent and that the QED is
still connected to power. If the above 2 conditions
are true, the excitation source may have failed.
Check this by quickly opening the flap in the back
of the QED where the cuvette holder goes. If light
is seen the excitation source is working.
Clean cuvette 5x including outside surfaces and rerun ensuring Methanol is used. If error persists,
Methanol is contaminated and un useable
Clean cuvette 3x including outside surfaces. If the
error persists it is possible to keep using the blank
by clicking Yes on the message box
The cuvette can become coated in deposits. Clean
the cuvette before using. If this does not work the
cuvette may be too scratched to give useful results
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A Blank can be run at anytime by clicking on the Blank button on the Data Input page. Running a new
blank can help clear errors caused by turbidity or a dirty cuvette.
At times, a message box will show asking for a new Blank to be set. This happens when the baseline
drifts above specification or a sample that contains very high concentrations of hydrocarbon is detected.
This ensures the cuvette does not contain residual hydrocarbon that would create errors for the next
sample concentration value or identification.
The blank can be cancelled by clicking on the Cancel button in the message box and a red box showing
“Run Blank” will show in the Data Input sheet until the blank is set. The results will be generated
showing a B to indicate the blank had not been set which may cause an inaccurate concentration value
and hydrocarbon identification.
A highly contaminated blank will prevent the QED from functioning because in this situation the results
generated will be very inaccurate.
6.4
Full Calibration Mode
Full calibration mode will be entered if Cancel is clicked when the calibration option message box shows
after the Initial Calibration using Scan_set is completed
It is essential to make fresh calibrators every day, even if the previous days calibrators pass the QC
checks
6.4.1 PAH Calibrator Preparation
Set out 5 of the 10 ml plastic field calibrator tubes (FCT). Fill with the volumes of methanol shown in the
table below using the dispenser set to the appropriate volume. If they already contain a standard solution
from the previous day, discard the solution in the tube. Do not mix the tubes or lids however. Rinse each
tube 3 times with 3ml of methanol. Invert to drain the excess methanol out.
Add the volumes of PAH calibrator shown in the table below to the corresponding calibrator tube by
using the positive displacement pipette set to the required volume. (See Chapter 2 on pipette use). Make
sure there is no bubble in the liquid in the pipette tip when removing the PAH calibrator. Do not put the
pipette tip into the methanol in the FCT or allow any part of the tip to touch the sides of the calibrator
tube. To add the PAH calibrator to the methanol, gently push down on the pipette plunger while holding
the tip approximately 1cm from the surface of the methanol and allow the calibrator to fall into the
methanol in the FCT. Immediately put the cap onto the FCT.
Calibrator
concentration
(ppm)
Volume of
Methanol (ml)
Volume of
PAH calibrator
(microlitre)

0.05

0.1

0.25

0.5

1.0

10

10

10

9

9

46

92

231

2 x 213

4 x 224

Put the lid on the PAH stock solution and put back into the QED case or in a cool dark container. DO
NOT LEAVE THIS SOLUTION IN DAYLIGHT OR EXPOSE TO GREATER THAN 30 oC. Invert the
newly prepared calibrator solutions several times to mix.
6.4.2 Analyse PAH calibrators
If the Scan Set has not been used, follow the procedure to run the Scan_Set as described in section 6.1.

QED Hydrocarbon Analyser. Operating Instructions v3.0
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When the scan time is set a message box will show stating that the “QED is set to run in Fundamental
Calibration Mode, Click OK to proceed or Cancel to enter into Full Calibration mode”. Click Cancel to
enter Full Calibration mode. Before selecting Cancel, remove the Scan Set solution from the cuvette and
pour it back into the Scan Set solution tube. DO NOT DISCARD. Wash the cuvette 3x with clean
Methanol from the dispenser and invert the cuvette on tissue to drain.
Once Cancel is clicked the message boxes asking for the dark and blank to be analysed will show. Follow
the same procedure as described in section 6.3.
If the blank has been successfully run with no errors, a data input box will ask to put the first (#1) PAH
calibrator into QED. Fill the clean cuvette to ¾ full with the solution from the Field Standard PAH
solution 1 tube and place in the cuvette holder. Push this into QED and click OK or press the Enter key.
QED will analyse the standard and a fingerprint will show in the window. Immediately remove the
solution from QED and discard. Invert the cuvette on tissue and allow to drain for a few seconds. It is not
necessary to rinse out the cuvette.
QED monitors the calibrator condition. The Calibration Status box shows the PAH calibrator QC
indicators. If calibrator 1 is correct, the box under the 0.08 value will show green and display OK,OK. If
the calibrator is out of specification, the box will show red. The table below shows the possible error
combinations.
OK,OK
Calibrator
Accepted

LOW,OK
Calibrator has a slightly lower
concentration than expected, but
is acceptable
OK,Deg
Calibrator is the expected
concentration but has slightly
degraded. It is acceptable, but
will require replacement before
the next calibration

FAIL,OK
Calibrator concentration
too low or high and is
unacceptable
OK,FAIL
Calibrator is the
expected concentration
but has degraded too
much to be used. Make a
new calibrator and
recalibrate

HIGH,OK
Calibrator has a slightly
higher concentration than
expected, but is acceptable
FAIL,FAIL
Calibrator is either very
degraded or not a PAH
calibrator. Make a new
calibrator and recalibrate

The coloured boxes are also the calibrator counter, showing a colour once the corresponding data for that
calibrator has been saved.
The prompt will, then ask for PAH calibrator 2 (two). Fill the cuvette to ¾ full with the solution from the
Field Standard PAH solution 2 tube and place in the cuvette holder. Push this into QED and click OK or
press the Enter key. QED will analyse the standard and a fingerprint will show in the window. Remove
the solution from QED and discard. Check that the QC indicators are green for the calibrator. Invert the
cuvette on tissue and allow to drain for a few seconds.
Repeat for the other 3 PAH standards. Always discard the calibration solution that has been used in the
QED. A calibration curve will appear in the right hand window. A good calibration will show a slightly
curved line with an r2 value greater than 0.985, the initial calibration QC check box will show OK and all
10 calibration status indicators will show OK. A message box will appear at the end of the calibration
asking if you want to keep the calibration set. Click YES to keep the calibration set or click No to amend
the calibration. See section 6.3.3.
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During calibration, the QED checks that the correct calibrator type is being used and that a calibrator is
present in the cuvette and that the QED is working. The error messages are shown below.
Error message
Calibrator concentration too
high
Calibrator not detected
Cuvette not in holder
Cuvette holder not present
Dark block detected or QED
not turned on

Error condition
QED is expecting a certain
concentration range that has not
been met
QED is expecting a response
that is greater than the blank
QED is expecting something in
the cuvette holder
QED cannot see the cuvette
holder.
QED cannot detect a signal

Action to be carried out
Check that an undiluted calibrator has not been used. Rinse
out the cuvette and put the correct calibrator in the cuvette
Check that the blank was not used. Put the correct
calibrator in the cuvette
Check that the cuvette containing the calibrator is in the
cuvette holder or that the cuvette in the holder is not empty
Put cuvette holder containing the calibrator into the QED
Check the Dark block is absent and that the QED is still
connected to power. If the above 2 conditions are true, the
excitation source may have failed. Check this by quickly
opening the flap in the back of the QED where the cuvette
holder goes. If light is seen the excitation source is
working.

Once a calibrator has been in the QED it will be degraded and become unusable. Do not use any
calibrator that has previously been in the QED
The PAH calibration status QC box may show some minor (Yellow colour) errors, but the calibration
curve may still be acceptable, as shown by the OK displayed in the Results sheet in the initial calibrator
QC check box.
If a message box stating that “Internal QC checks have failed” shows at the end of the calibration an
internal calibration error has occurred. The message box gives the option to revert to Fundamental
Calibration or to re-run the PAH calibrators. If the Internal QC checks error continues, the QED will
require returning to QROS Ltd for repair. This error is usually caused after the QED has been dropped.
If full calibration fails due to calibrator concentration or degradation errors it is possible to force
fundamental calibration provided a successful initial calibration using Scan_set has been carried out.
Open the Library page and click on the “Force Fundamental Calibration” button. This will erase all
current calibrations and set fundamental calibration mode.
6.4.3 PAH Calibrator Amendment
If the Amend PAH calibrator routine is started at the end of the PAH calibration, a data input box will
show asking which calibrator requires amendment. Enter the calibrator number you wish to re-run. Place
the corresponding calibrator solution into the QED and click OK. A new result will be put into the
calibration and show on the graph and update the calibrator acceptability box and r2 value. A message box
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will show asking if the amended result is to be saved or not. Click YES to save or NO to replace the
original value. Repeat until the calibration curve is satisfactory.
PAH calibrators can be amended at any time by making sure PAH is showing in the Calibrator type
window and then clicking the Calibrate Analyser button and the entering the required calibrator number
in the data input box and putting the new calibrator into QED.
6.5
Other Calibrators Preparation
Discard any previous calibrator solution from the FCT. Rinse and fill each required tube with 9ml of
Methanol using the dispenser. Add the corresponding volume of stock calibrator solution to the FCT
using the pipette. Immediately put on the cap.
Calibrator type
Volume of Methanol
(ml)
Volume of calibrator
(microlitre)

Degraded
Kerosene
Fuel

BTEX

Diesel

9

9

9

93

74

91

Creosote

Lube Oil

9

9

9

80

247

200

Put the lids back on the calibrator stock solution and put back into the QED case or in a cool dark
container. DO NOT LEAVE THIS SOLUTION IN DAYLIGHT OR EXPOSE TO GREATER THAN 30
o
C. Invert the newly prepared calibrator solutions several times to mix.
6.5.1 Calibration using the Other Calibrators
Click the green box above the Calibrate Analyser box to select the calibrator to be used from the drop
down menu.

Click the Calibrate Analyser button. A message box will show asking if the correct calibrator has been
selected. Click YES if the calibrator is correct. A message box will ask to run a Dark, then a Blank if this
is the first non PAH calibrator or the baseline has drifted. A message box will then ask to put the selected
calibration solution into QED. Fill the cuvette to ¾ full with the selected calibration solution, place it in
the cuvette holder and push this into QED. Click OK or press the RETURN key and QED will analyse the
calibrator. Always discard the calibrator in the cuvette and rinse the cuvette 3x with methanol.
When the calibrator analysis is complete the Data Input screen will change to a large graph screen and
show the calibrator fingerprint in black, the library fingerprint of the selected calibrator in red and a
match percentage in the top left under the standard type identifier. OK, LOW, HIGH or FAIL is displayed
below the percentage figure.
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If the calibrator does not match the expected parameters a message box will display “Renew Calibrator or
leave to set Fundamental Calibration”.
If the calibrator just run does not have the same shape fingerprint as the expected library fingerprint, the
calibrator is either not the correct calibrator or highly degraded. Check the calibrator and either renew it
or re-run the correct calibrator. The above example shows the diesel calibrator just run (Black line) and
the library fingerprint for Diesel (Red line). The software is showing the diesel calibrator just run has
degraded and a new field calibrator solution should be made.
Repeat for the other calibrators. The usual calibrators are Diesel, Degraded Fuel and BTEX. Kerosene, Jet
Fuels, Mineral Oils and Custom calibrators are also available. The calibrators set the minimum and
maximum concentration that can be quantified in the sample solution. These limits are shown as a green
(minimum) and red (maximum) line on the fingerprint window on the Data Input page.
Calibrators can be re-run at any time by selecting the appropriate calibrator from the drop down menu
above the Calibrate Analyser button and clicking on the button to start the procedure.
The errors associated with this procedure are the same as seen with the PAH calibrators.
The QED is now ready to run samples.
6.5.2 Force Fundamental Calibration mode
If full calibration fails due to calibration errors it is possible to force fundamental calibration provided a
successful initial calibration using Scan_set has been carried out. Open the Library page and click on the
“Force Fundamental Calibration” button. This will erase all current calibrations and set fundamental
calibration mode, therefore use with caution.
6.6
Alternative calibrators
Alternative calibrators may also be provided. The same procedure as above should be followed using
10ml of Methanol in the Field Calibrator Tube and adding the volume of calibrator shown on the side of
the Field Calibrator tube to this Methanol.
6.7
Fingerprint Mode
Once the QED has warmed up, press the Analyse Sample button. A message will show stating “Click
YES to calibrate or NO for fingerprints only”. Click NO and the Dark and Blank routine will be
requested. If no errors are detected with the Dark and Blank, the QED will be ready to analyse the first
sample. A red bar containing Fingerprints Only will show at the top of the Data Input screen. The Results
sheet will not contain any quantitative values, just the hydrocarbon identification.
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7

Sample Analysis

7.1
Soil Sample Extraction
The extraction solvent temperature must be greater than 15 oC to obtain good extraction efficiency.
Weigh out between 8 and 20g of soil into an extraction bottle. Record the weight into the corresponding
sample weight column on the Data Input page. Add 20 ml of extraction solvent to the sample using the
dispenser. Set the dispenser to 10 and dispense 2 volumes of 10 ml into the extraction bottle. Put on the
extraction bottle lid and ensure it is on securely and no soil or other particles are in the lid or on the bottle
thread. Shake the extraction bottle for several minutes or until the soil has been broken up. (If the sample
is predominantly stone, up to 25g of sample can be used, but the value will flag as a yellow or red
potential error in the data input box)
Let the extract settle. If the extract does not become clear fast
enough, fill a clean mini centrifuge tube with the extract
solution and snap the lid shut. Label the tube. Spin in the
centrifuge for 5 minutes. Carefully open the lid and take the
required volume of extract using the pipette. If you spin an
odd number of tubes make a balance tube by filling an old
centrifuge tube with methanol and placing it in the opposite
side to the odd centrifuge tube.

Clay may require manual breaking with a spatula. Avoid adding stone, brick or rock that is larger than
5mm in size or plant material, unless the majority of the sample contains particles of this size. Wet
samples will not extract as efficiently. The QED reports an as analysed result and does not fully
compensate for moisture content. If the sample is very wet, try to dry the sample with tissue paper. The
water may however contain hydrocarbon, especially BTEX and GRO compounds.
Samples containing a high proportion of humic acids such as peat must by analysed within 5 minutes of
extraction. This will minimise extracting the less soluble non petroleum products. For such samples, the
result will be a Total Recoverable Petroleum Hydrocarbon value (TRPH).
7.2
Extract Analysis
Place a pipette tip onto the positive displacement pipette and rinse it in a the sample extraction bottle
containing 20 ml of clean methanol (labelled R)
If the sample smells of fuel hydrocarbon set the pipette to 050, if no odour is detected set the pipette to
200. Any volume can be added however, but these are suggested starting points.
Make sure the matrix column shows the correct type. Soil samples must be “s”, water samples “w” and
hexane extracts “h”. Enter the sample ID details into the Data Input sheet, together with the sample
weight, the extraction volume (usually 20) and the 1st transfer volume (the 50 or 200 microlitres) of
extract taken from the extraction bottle or centrifuge tube and the 1st dilution volume (usually 3). If
unexpected values are entered, the data entry will show red or yellow. If the data is within the expected
range it will show green. The data entered is integral to generating a quantitative result. Incorrect data
entry will create incorrect results. A yellow colour indicates the value is out of the normal range but may
still be used. Red usually indicates the value is an error. The values entered will be used to calculate final
concentrations so can be retained if this is required, for example if large sample weights and extraction
volumes are used in non standard sample extraction bottles.
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For soil samples put S in the matrix column. For samples that have not been dried or crushed, (samples
taken on site) ensure the Lab or Field column is set to F for Field. If laboratory prepared samples that
have been dried and crushed are to be analysed, put an L in this column. If L is used, the cell will change
to a purple colour. Water can be analysed as water or as a Hexane extract. A W sets QED for water
samples and shows a purple colour in the cell. H sets QED for Hexane extracts and shows dark blue in the
cell. The Lab or Field does not require any adjustment when analysing water or hexane extracts.
Only enter the sample ID and dilution data for the sample to be analysed or the sample results may not
get placed with the correct sample ID.
Place the clean cuvette into the cuvette holder. Add the selected volume of sample extract into the cuvette
and then add 3ml of methanol using the dispenser. Be careful not to dispense the methanol into the
cuvette too fast or sample will splash out.
Click the Analyse sample button on the Data input sheet. A message box will show saying “Place sample
in QED”. Push the cuvette holder into QED. Click OK on the message box or press the Enter key. A
green box will show saying Analysing. When the analysis is complete a fingerprint will be displayed in
the Fingerprint Window.

Sample fingerprint within range bars.

If sample data has already been saved for the sample number that is about to be run a message will ask if
the existing data should be over written. Click YES to over write the data or NO if the data should not be
over written. This feature prevents accidental erasure of sample data. Put the sample ID and dilution
values in the next free row on the Data Input sheet.

During analysis, QED checks to ensure the data generated is within expected values. If not various error
messages will be displayed, shown below.
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Error message
Dark block detected or
QED not turned on

Error condition
QED cannot detect a signal

Cuvette holder not
present
Cuvette not in holder

QED cannot see the cuvette holder.

Turbid

Quench
Re-Run Blank

Hydrocarbon match
Incorrect
Significant Fingerprint
change
(Only in Manual
Fingerprint match
mode)
Sample concentration
over range. Dilute
sample by “value”
indicated
Sample concentration
under range. Decrease
sample dilution to
“value” indicated

Action to be carried out
Check the Dark block is absent and that the QED is still
connected to power. If the above 2 conditions are true, the
excitation source may have failed. Check this by quickly
opening the flap in the back of the QED where the cuvette
holder goes. If light is seen the excitation source is working.
Put cuvette holder containing the sample into the QED

QED is expecting something in the
cuvette holder
The sample contains excessive
particulate material that will
significantly reduce accuracy
The sample contains a very high
hydrocarbon concentration
The QED baseline has drifted and
requires re setting or a very high
hydrocarbon concentration has been
detected in the last analysis
The selected hydrocarbon match
does not fit the sample fingerprint
The fingerprint is significantly
different from the previous
fingerprint

Check that the cuvette containing the sample is in the cuvette
holder or that the cuvette in the holder is not empty
Centrifuge the sample to remove particulate or if a water
sample, dilute using clean water or use hexane method. Liquid
surface possibly visible in cuvette holder window
Significantly dilute the sample (at least x500) and re analyse.
Liquid surface possibly visible in cuvette holder window
Run the Dark and Blank. This checks the cuvette for carried
over contamination and also resets other important monitoring
factors.

The sample signal has exceeded the
maximum calibrator concentration
for the hydrocarbon type selected

Vary the sample dilution and transfer volumes in the data
input page until the dilution factor is close to the value shown
in the error message. Dilute the sample using these volumes
and re analyse
Vary the sample dilution and transfer volumes in the data
input page until the dilution factor is close to the value shown
in the error message. Dilute the sample using these volumes
and re analyse

The sample signal is below the
lowest calibrator concentration for
the hydrocarbon type

Go to the Deconvolute page and apply an alternative
fingerprint match
Go to the Deconvolute page and check that the fingerprint
match is still the best fit

The quench, sample over or under range error suggests a dilution factor to be used. This value is an
estimated value and it is not necessary to get the exact value. For example, an over range warning is
shown suggesting a dilution x140 for a 10g sample extracted in 20 ml with a 1st transfer volume of 200
microlitres into a first dilution volume of 3ml. (x32 dilution factor). Using the Data Input sheet for the
sample just analysed, changing the first transfer volume to 50 microlitres gives a new dilution factor of
x122, which will be close enough. Always rinse out the cuvette, and the pipette tip before adding the
new dilution volumes.
If the Autoselection button in the Library is turned off, the first sample analysed will cause the
“Hydrocarbon match Incorrect” error to show. Click on the OK button and the Deconvolute screen will
show. Follow the procedure in Section 9 to apply the most appropriate hydrocarbon matches. Subsequent
samples may cause the “Significant Fingerprint change” error to occur. This happens when the fingerprint
of the sample just analysed is significantly different from the previous sample fingerprint. Go to the
Deconvolute page and apply the best hydrocarbon match. It does happen that the previous hydrocarbon
match was the best, but this error is called to try and eliminate incorrect matches from being used.
7.2.1 Additional Dilutions
If a sample is significantly out of range and it is not possible to obtain a suitable dilution directly in the
cuvette, a second dilution can be made. When making 2 or more dilutions, it is better to use the same
transfer volume each time. Pour the contents of the cuvette into a clean dilution tube and mark it. Rinse
the cuvette 3x with Methanol. Rinse the pipette tip in the rinse bottle (sample bottles labelled R). Take the
required volume from the dilution tube using the pipette and place in the cuvette. Carefully add 3ml of
methanol using the dispenser. Record the transfer volumes and dilution volumes in the Data Input
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sheet. For example, the first dilution could be 200 microlitres of sample extract into 3ml of methanol
followed by 200 microlitres of this first dilution into 3ml of Methanol in the cuvette. (see example
below). If the 2nd dilution causes a below range error, add the same volume of extract from the dilution
tube as before into the cuvette and mix using the pipette. It is not essential to obtain the exact dilution
factor value suggested in the error message.
The Dilution Factor box will show red if a full set of dilution factors have not been entered and the QED
will be prevented from analysing the sample.

7.3
Data Entry Errors
If the dilutions or sample ID entered into the data input sheet are incorrect and the sample has been
analysed it is possible to correct the mistake by recalculating the sample after the analysis is complete.
Recalculate the sample from the Deconvolute sheet. Replace the incorrect sample ID or dilutions data
with the correct data for the sample required in the Data Input sheet. Return to the Deconvolute sheet and
click Save. A warning will show asking if you want to overwrite the previous ID and dilution values.
Click yes and the sample will be renamed with the new sample ID and dilutions. Click No and the
previous data will be retained. (See section 9.3 for details about re-calculation)
7.4
Water Sample Analysis
For water samples, set the matrix column on the Data Input sheet to W. The box will turn a purple colour.
It is usually possible to add 1ml or 2ml of water sample to 2ml or 3ml of Methanol in the cuvette. In the
sample weight or volume column put the volume of SAMPLE used in millilitres and in the Extraction
volume put the volume of METHANOL or CLEAN WATER used to dilute the hydrocarbons in
millilitres (example, 0.1 sample volume, 3 extraction volume, or 3 sample volume, 0 extraction volume).
If a large dilution is required, add 100 microlitres of sample to 3ml of Methanol. Enter 0.1 as the sample
volume, or 0.05 if 50 microlitres of sample is used. When adding water samples to methanol, allow the
bubbles that form to disperse before analysis.

It is possible to fill the cuvette with neat sample. Put 3 in the sample volume column and zero in the
extraction volume column if this is done.
Samples with a high particulate matter or containing a high salts content may give a turbid error when
diluted into methanol. Make an approximate 1:1 mixture of clean water (drinking water is often suitable)
and methanol. Run this as a blank and then use this mixture as the sample dilution solution. If particulate
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is still present, the sample may need filtering or centrifuging to remove the particulate or use the Hexane
extraction method.
7.5
Hexane Method for Water Samples
This method requires Hexane. Fill a clean 10ml plastic sample tube with 9 ml of water sample using the
graduations on the side of the tube to obtain the correct volume. Add 1 ml of Hexane. Put the lid on the
tube securely and shake for 2 minutes. Allow the mixture to settle and a layer of Hexane to form at the
top of the tube.
Put 3ml of Hexane in the QED cuvette and run this as a blank. Add between 50 and 750 microlitres of the
Hexane layer from the sample tube to 3ml of Hexane in the cuvette. Do not use Methanol in the cuvette.
This procedure gives a 9x increase in concentration.
Enter H in the sample matrix column on the Data Entry sheet. The box will turn blue. Enter 9 in the
sample volume and 1 in the extraction volume column, 3 in the 1st dilution column and the microliter
volume used (eg for 200 microlitres enter 200) into the 1st transfer volume column.

It is possible to concentrate a sample by a factor of 10. Using the graduated sample tube add 30ml of
water sample to a 30 ml soil extraction bottle. Add 3ml of hexane and shake for 2 minutes. Decant the
Hexane into a cuvette and analyse. Enter 30 in the Sample volume column and 3 in the extraction column
to give a 0.1 dilution factor (x10 concentration). Place all of the hexane into a cuvette and analyse.
7.6
BTEX specific analysis
When the DRO concentration is high the BTEX/GRO detection limit will be also be high because of the
large dilution required to prevent the Quench or Over-Range error from being triggered. To bypass these
warnings and allow much more concentrated samples to be analysed, open the Library page and set the
BTEX Selection tab to ON. The default is OFF. Using this feature may however reduce the accuracy of
any BTEX or GRO concentration obtained and should be considered more of a screening value. The
results will be shown with GRO Only in the fingerprint identification box and the values for DRO, TPH,
Aromatics, PAH, BaP and ratios will not be shown.
Analyse the sample as described above. A warning box will show asking if you want to run with BTEX
specific analysis. Click Yes to proceed or No to cancel the enhancement. Once the sample has been
analysed the Deconvolute page will open with the fingerprint match set to BTEX only. If the fingerprint
match is acceptable, click the Save button.
After the sample has been analysed, the Dark and Blank will also be required. This is to ensure that
residual sample has been removed from the cuvette before the next analysis.
7.7
Centrifuge Sample Extract to remove Particulate
Soil samples that after extraction do not settle within a few minutes to give a clear extraction solvent layer
or soil or water samples that give a “Turbid” error on analysis may require centrifugation to remove
excess particulate.
Plug in the supplied mini centrifuge to a 110/240V outlet or if using the battery pack, into the invertor
unit.
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Fill a centrifuge tube (labelled 2 in the
picture) with the sample extract (or water
sample) and snap the lid closed. Make a
simple mark on the tube to allow easy
identification. Place the centrifuge tube into
the mini centrifuge. It is possible to
centrifuge up to 6 samples at a time. If the
number of tubes cannot be arranged in an
even distribution, fill a centrifuge tube with
methanol and use this as a balancing tube.

Close the centrifuge lid and turn it on. Allow the
samples to spin for at least 60 seconds before
turning off the centrifuge. Allow the centrifuge to
stop and carefully remove the required centrifuge
tube. Gently open the lid and use the positive
displacement pipette remove the required volume
of extract from the clear extract layer. (see picture
to right)
Be careful not to disturb the sediment at the bottom
of the centrifuge tube. The centrifuge tube can be
re-used up to 5 times because it will only be used
for samples with low hydrocarbon concentrations
present.
7.8
Final QC check
Once 10 samples have been analysed or over 3 hours have passed since the calibration was carried out or
the last sample has been analysed, the calibration should be checked. This check differs depending on the
calibration mode selected to carry out the analysis
Click on the Calibrator Check button on the bottom right of the Data Input screen.
If the QED is in Fundamental Calibration Mode, a message box will show saying place the Scan Set into
the QED. Fill a clean cuvette ¾ full with the Scan_Set solution used previously and place it into the QED
and click the OK button. A green box containing OK will show in the bottom right of the Data Input
screen if the check is acceptable and a drift value will also be shown. A value of 95% shows that the drift
is just 5%. A red box showing Fail indicates the calibration has drifted beyond acceptable limits. It would
be advisable to re-run the samples to obtain better data if this occurs.
If the QED is in Full Calibration Mode, the message box will ask for a Dark to be placed in the QED. Put
the Dark block in the QED and click the OK button. If no errors are detected, a message box asking for a
Blank will show. Fill a clean cuvette ¾ full with clean methanol, put it into the QED and click the OK
button. If the Blank is acceptable, a message box will ask for the number 1 PAH calibrator to be placed in
the QED. Fill the clean cuvette with ¾ full with the solution from the Field Standard PAH solution 1 tube,
put in QED and press the Enter key. QED will analyse the calibrator. The value will show in the bottom
right of the Data Input screen. If the value is acceptable a green OK will show. Remove this calibrator
immediately and pour it back into its container.
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The message box will then ask you to analyse the number 5 PAH calibrator. Fill the just used cuvette ¾
full with the solution from the Field Standard PAH solution 5 tube, put in QED and press the Enter key.
QED will analyse the calibrator. The value will show in the bottom right of the Data Input screen. If the
value is acceptable a green OK will show.
If either of the boxes is red, the calibration has drifted. This will invalidate the results generated. Re run
the calibration. If the calibrators all show OK, re-calculate all of the samples using the new calibration
set. If the calibration shows that the calibrators have degraded, make new calibrators, re-run the
calibration and re-calculate all of the samples.
The Results page shows if the initial calibration and final calibrations have met QC limits.
7.9
Continuing Analysis after the first 10 Samples
If the calibrator checks are OK and more samples require analysing, save the current data. (see section
10.3)
Open the Data Input page and click on the Reset Keeping Calibrators button. This will clear the previous
sample data but retain the calibration information. Before the system clears the data a message box will
ask if the information requires saving. If NO is selected the data will be lost and cannot be recovered.
The Data Entry sheet will show. Run a Dark and Blank. If you do not, when you run the first sample, a
prompt will show asking you to do this.

8

Errors and Warnings

8.1
Baseline Drift
A message window asking to “Place Dark block into QED” may show when the Analyse Sample or
Calibrate button is clicked. This indicates the baseline has drifted beyond acceptable limits. Put the Dark
block into the cuvette holder and place in the QED and click the Analyse button. A message asking for
the Blank will then show. Place the Blank into the cuvette holder, put it into the QED and click the
Analyse button. Baseline Drift is more common when QED is started at a low temperature and during use
the QED temperature increases. Resetting the baseline by running a Dark and Blank maintains the
reproducibility of the analysis as well as re setting other important QC parameters.
A Red box showing Re-Run Blank will show in the top of the Data Input page if the driver has asked for
a blank but it has not been measured. Samples analysed without the correct blank will show a “B” in the
results entry.
8.2
Quench
This message shows if the sample concentration is too high to generate reliable fingerprint identification
or hydrocarbon quantification. The sample will usually require significant dilution to get it into range. An
indication of the dilution required will be shown in the error message. Occasionally, very high turbidity
will cause the error to occur if Turbidity monitoring has been turned off or if the liquid surface in the
cuvette is visible through the cuvette holder window. The Blank procedure must be followed before
running the next sample to confirm the cuvette is sufficiently clean.
8.3
Over or Under Range
This message shows if the sample concentration is too far outside the calibration range to generate
reliable quantification. The sample will require changes to the dilution to get it into range. An estimated
dilution factor will be shown with the message. Use the Data Input sheet to change dilution values to give
a similar dilution factor to the one indicated in the error message. An exact match is not necessary. If the
new dilution factor is the same as the previous dilution factor or is increasing the dilution when a decrease
in dilution is required and vice versa a second error message will show indicating a dilution factor error.
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8.4
Turbidity
This error message will show when there is too much particulate in the sample. Some particulate may be
invisible to the naked eye. Particulate causes loss of signal and could potentially reduce the hydrocarbon
concentrations reported. Turbidity is more common in water samples where high salts precipitate out
when the water sample is added to methanol. Turbidity that is not visible to the naked eye can occur when
microscopic silicate based particles, often diatoms, found in tropical marine environments are present.
Sand containing a high coral and shell content can contain these materials.
Turbidity can usually be removed by using a centrifuge to spin down the particles (see section 7.7), or in
the case of salty water samples where salt may precipitate if using methanol to dilute, use clean water to
dilute the sample or use the hexane extraction method (see section 7.5).
If these measures do not work, it is possible to remove the turbidity warning system. This will allow
analysis of turbid samples, but the results are likely to be less accurate. The turbidity warning is turned off
in the Library page of the driver by selecting OFF from the drop down menu in the Turbidity Checking
section. If this method is required, the results may be less accurate because turbidity can effect the total
amount of signal detected by the QED. The results will show with a (T) indicator.
The turbidity error may also trigger if the surface of the liquid in the cuvette is just below the cuvette
holder window (see picture, page 5, bottom right)
8.5
Extraction Efficiency Check
Some samples, typically those containing ash, tar or other predominantly pyrogenic material may trigger
an extraction efficiency check message. These samples are best extracted with the specific PAH
extraction solvent because methanol may not have a high extraction efficiency, especially if ambient
temperatures are below 15oC. After the analysis a message may show suggesting the sample is left
extracting for at least 4 hours and then re-analysed. Analyse a selected number of these samples after 4
hours and if the new results are significantly higher than the original results, the extraction efficiency is
low. Calculate the extraction efficiency difference (new value/original value) and derive an average for all
the samples re-analysed. Enter this value into the Library page Extraction Efficiency Modifier cell. Open
the Deconvolute page and recalculate all sample results with a similar identification to the set of samples
with low extraction efficiency. An (M) will be appended to the sample results to show this modification
was used.
8.6
Run Time errors
A “Run Time Error” message or the “spinning wheel” of Excel going in a loop may happen when running
a sample. This error is rare, but can occur with very low sample concentrations or where no library match
can be found.
Use the ESC button on the keyboard to stop the driver if the “Run Time Error” message is not displayed.
Go to the Library page and change the Fingerprint Matching to OFF. This stops automatic fingerprint
matching and allows the sample data to be saved.
Turn Automatic Fingerprint Matching back ON for the next sample.
8.7
Save Data crashes driver
This can happen if there are too many other programs or Excel files open or there has been a long
sequence of “run time errors”. Always close other programs or Excel sheets before saving data. If a file
called Copy of QED Save Data or QED Save Data is already open, the QED driver may stop responding
when you try to save your results (depends on computer specification)
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8.8
Driver keeps asking for a blank even after a blank has been run
This may require you to reset the driver. If possible save the data you already have. It is possible to save
the data without running the QC check by clicking Cancel if the error message suggesting you run the QC
check shows.
In the Data Input page click the “Reset Keeping Calibrators” button. It will ask if you have saved your
data, which you should have done. Click YES to confirm the data has been saved. The system will now
clear all sample and blank data but retain the calibration data. A message will ask for a Dark and then
Blank. Complete this procedure and the system should now be working correctly

9

Selecting the correct hydrocarbon match

The accuracy of the QED relies on the sample hydrocarbon type being as closely matched to the library
hydrocarbon types as possible. This allows the most appropriate calibration data to be applied to the
sample. Two procedures can be used to obtain a match.
9.1
Automatic Hydrocarbon Selection
In the Library page of the QED Driver software set the fingerprint matching to Automatic by selecting On
from the drop down menu. Turn this feature Off by selecting Off from the drop down menu. The default
is ON.
Automatic fingerprint matching will attempt to find the best match either as soon as the sample is
analysed, or if the sample data is being recalculated. In some cases, the match may show an error message
stating that a library fingerprint match cannot be found. Use the manual method below to find the best
approximation.
Once an automatic match has been made it is also possible to choose alternative matches by following the
instructions below for manual fingerprint matching.
9.2
Manual Hydrocarbon Selection
Hydrocarbon selection is carried out using the Deconvolute page. A traffic light selection method is used
to obtain the best match. The Deconvolute page shows the fingerprint of the sample just analysed or
recalculated.
The example below shows a sample fingerprint. The 1st HC match box shows RED, indicating that this is
not a suitable match.
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If the cell under the 1st HC match is selected, a dropdown menu of hydrocarbon types is shown and can be
selected by clicking on it. The fingerprint of the selected hydrocarbon will be shown in red over the
sample fingerprint. A Library Match value will show under the hydrocarbon selected if the 1st HC match
box turns yellow or green. This is not a percentage value but a value that is used to select the best match.
The higher the value the better the closeness of the hydrocarbon match, but there will be situations where
the highest number is below 10. This may be the only match that is acceptable. The aim is to select the
library HC that gives the highest value Library Match without the Library Match box turning RED, which
indicates an unacceptable match. YELLOW shows if the match is acceptable or GREEN if the match is
very good.
In the screenshot below, Degraded fuel has been selected which shows as a RED line, with a 60.4 match.
The 1st HC match box is yellow, indicating that the sample hydrocarbon is made up of other hydrocarbons
as well.

The 1st hydrocarbon Library Match is rarely a perfect match and a residual will be left (Purple line). In
some situations, the 1st HC match will be below 10 and show yellow, but may still be the most suitable
match. If no match can be found, select PAH as the match. Where the match shows yellow, try other
hydrocarbon matches to check if a better fit can be obtained.
A drop down menu below the 2ndry HC match box gives a second set of potential hydrocarbon types that
can be matched to the purple line. The hydrocarbon giving the highest Library Match without causing a
RED box to show should be selected. If no suitable match can be found, leave as PAH. Once the 2nd HC
has been selected, the library fingerprint for the selected HC will show as a blue line.
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The correct selection of the 1st and 2nd HC types will give a green or yellow indicator for the Residual HC
box. If the residual box shows RED, select alternative HC matches until no RED indicators are shown.
In the above example, Diesel is the best match for the 2nd HC at 66.1. The Purple line is the residual
hydrocarbon remaining. This hydrocarbon selection shows that the majority of the hydrocarbon is
degraded fuel with some diesel present.
If the 1st and 2nd HC matches show yellow, a better total Total Library Match value may be generated by
swapping the 1st and 2nd HC matches around.
To save the change in selection, click on the Save button.
Note: There may be some fingerprints where a match cannot be made. In this case select the closest
matching library fingerprint that gives the highest match value and click on Save. A warning will show
indicating the match is not correct. Click OK. The results will be saved but PFM (Poor Fingerprint
Match) will be shown next to the hydrocarbon match in the results sheet.
The example below shows a sample of undegraded JP-8 jet fuel and various combinations of HC match
applied. The 1st HC match used is diesel, which shows a red box, indicating an incorrect match, but
BTEX as the 2nd match was accepted. If save is clicked an error message would display stating that a
poor fingerprint match has been made. (the values generated are recorded in the results sheet with PFM in
the Hydrocarbon identification box. This allows the user to save data even if no match can be found)
The second attempt used BTEX as the 1st HC and Diesel as the 2nd HC. This gives 3 yellow indicators
which may be the correct match if a better match cannot be found. JP-8 is a combination of monoaromatic
compounds and diesel/kerosene compounds. This match would give an acceptable indication of the
amount of hydrocarbon in the sample, but not the best identification. Applying the final sequence with JP8 as the 1st HC and PAH as the 2nd (PAH because there is no residue to match) gives 3 greens and a Total
Library Match of 100. The identification would be JP-8.
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9.3
Re-Calculate results
It is possible to re-calculate the sample data at any time. Open the Deconvolute sheet and click on the
Recalculate button. A data box will show asking you to enter the sample number to be re calculated. Enter
the sample number (1 to 10) and select the best hydrocarbon match from the drop down menus under the
1st HC and 2dry HC boxes. Click on the Save button once the best match has been made to save the
concentration values and identification into the Results page.
If Automatic Fingerprint matching is on, a message box will ask if Background Subtraction is required.
Click Yes if it is required, select the background to be used and click on the “Apply Background
Subtraction” button. Click on the Recalculate button again to start the matching process. If background
subtraction is not required, click NO and the automatic selection will proceed. After the selection has
been made, the concentration value will automatically be saved in the Results page. It is possible to
reselect the hydrocarbon match manually even if Automatic Selection is on after the initial automatic
selection. Save the results by clicking on the Save button.
The selected match hydrocarbons will remain fixed for subsequent analysis runs when using Manual
Fingerprint Matching.
When the next sample is analysed, the software will flag a warning if the match varies significantly or the
match is an incorrect match for the sample analysed. Go to the Deconvolute screen and select a more
appropriate match.
For samples where the 1st and 2nd HC matches are set to PAH, there will be no Total Library Match value
calculated because PAH is the default setting and not a true hydrocarbon type.
The 2ndry HC match may be of a hydrocarbon type that is not expected, such as transformer or hydraulic
oil. This match takes into account the degradation process and more accurately calculates the residual
hydrocarbon concentration, but may not show in the tentative identification because it is not forming a
significant component of the total hydrocarbon present.
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10 Results
Click on the Results tab to show the Results page. Enter the project details in the spaces provided above
the results data.

The results page abbreviations are shown below.
Abbreviation
FCM
SBS
LBS
P
T
B
Undeg.(Hydrocarbon
type)
Deg.(Hydrocarbon type)
V.Deg.(Hydrocarbon
type)
PHC
TPH not detected
% (after identification)
PAH
BO
PFM
FP
Q
OCM

Explanation
Shows that the concentration was obtained without using a calibrator specific to the
hydrocarbon identified, but has used fundamental calibration
A site specific background was subtracted from the sample fingerprint and the concentration
and/or identification derived from the modified fingerprint
A Library background was subtracted from the sample fingerprint and the concentration
and/or identification derived from the modified fingerprint
The sample contains small amounts of particulate that can be seen as a row of 3 sharp peaks
on the fingerprint
The sample contains high turbidity, but turbidity monitoring has been turned off. The reported
result may be slightly lower than the actual concentration in the sample
Blank drift present or a Blank check was not carried out after a high concentration sample
The hydrocarbon type has a close match to the un-degraded hydrocarbon type. This does not
always indicate fresh hydrocarbon
The hydrocarbon type is degraded compared to the un-degraded type
The hydrocarbon type is very degraded compared to the un-degraded type, but is still
recognisable as that hydrocarbon type
A probable petroleum hydrocarbon that is too degraded to identify
The sample fingerprint does not contain any recognisable petroleum hydrocarbon fingerprints
and the total signal is very low
Confidence for sample fingerprint match to library fingerprints
The sample fingerprint does not contain any recognisable petroleum hydrocarbon fingerprints
but the total signal is high enough to indicate poly aromatic hydrocarbons are present
The sample fingerprint contains background organics
The sample fingerprint could not be matched to any library fingerprint. This may mean the
concentration reported is less accurate
Results obtained using Fingerprint Mode
The sample concentration was high enough to trigger a Quench warning. The result will be
significantly under estimated
The sample concentration is outside the calibration range
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TPH is the sum of the GRO and DRO values. BTEX is a subset of GRO. The QED software also captures
the sample fingerprints generated. To the right of the results, a tentative hydrocarbon identification will be
shown, together with a per cent confidence in the match. The higher the % match the more certain that the
identification is correct.
The QC data is also shown. The initial calibrator check shows if the first calibration was successful and
acceptable. If full calibration was used this refers to the full initial calibration. If fundamental calibration
was used, this refers to the initial single calibration used. The final calibrator check shows the values
generated when the lowest and highest concentration calibrators are used to check the performance of the
QED at the end of a sample run if full calibration has been made. If fundamental calibration is used, a
single value showing the % difference between the first calibration run and the check calibration run is
shown.
The fingerprint for each sample is also saved.

14285

The number under the QED logo indicates the maximum value and can be used, together with the dilution
factor to indicate the scale. The maximum value is 60000. Values in the low hundreds indicate the sample
was either very diluted or if a low sample dilution was used, is at a very low concentration in the sample.
10.1 Ammend Sample ID
If a sample ID or dilution data requires changing, it is possible to do so by recalculating the sample. In the
Deconvolute page, recalculate the sample that requires the ID or data change. Open the Data Input sheet
and over write the ID or data for the sample required. The sample that is currently being recalculated is
identified by the Review Sample : # as shown in the picture below.

Open the Deconvolute page and click on the Save button. A message will show asking if you want to over
write the Sample ID or dilution data. Click YES to over write or Cancel to keep the original data. Once
the data has been over written the original cannot be retrieved.
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If the sample data has already been saved, import the saved file (section 10.4), recalculate all of the
samples on that sheet but for the sample that requires a data entry change, follow the above procedures for
that sample to amend the data.
10.2

Results Sheet Editor

The QED automatically generates results for BTEX, GRO, DRO, TPH, Total Aromatics, sum 16 PAHs
and BaP and shows ratio data and tentative hydrocarbon fingerprint identification. Using the editor allows
the results shown to be modified to show only certain parameters. BTEX, sum 16 PAHs, BaP, ratios and
fingerprint identification values can be turned off by selecting “hide” in the corresponding box in the
Results Sheet Editor in the Library sheet. Selecting “Hide” will not remove data from samples already
analysed. To remove the data, Recalculate the sample.
To enable the data to be shown again, delete the entry so no words are showing. If the data from an
already analysed sample is required, use the Recalculate function.

10.3 Saving the results
It is not possible to save the QED Driver. This is to ensure it is not over written and corrupted. To save
the results and the fingerprint traces for each sample analysed, click on the Save Data button found in the
Results sheet. If the calibration check has not been carried out a message box will show suggesting this is
done. Click OK to go to the Data Input page to start the calibration check or cancel to save the data
anyway.
After a pause a Save As dialogue box will show with “QED Save Data” showing as the file name entry.
Enter a unique name for the data and click the Save button. The QED Save Data file is read only and
cannot be saved as QED Save Data.
If you do not save the results using the above procedure, the data will be lost and cannot be recovered
The file that has been saved contains 3 sheets, the results, the fingerprints and the raw data. The raw data
can be sent to QROS for data interpretation and confirmation that the correct hydrocarbon fingerprint
match has been used. The results in the results page can be edited or deleted and copied to a report. It is
recommended to save the data as a pdf file for inclusion in reports. The fingerprints can also be copied to
reports.
Various warnings will be shown if you try to reset the QED driver without saving the data first. It is
possible however to ignore the warnings. All data will be lost if this happens.
10.4 Importing Saved Data
Data that has previously been saved can be imported back into the QED driver software if required.
Caution - Importing previous data will erase all of the current sample and calibration data
To import data make sure all Excel files are closed except for the QED driver. If this is not done a
warning message will show. From the Library page click the Import Data button and an Open File
dialogue box will open. Select the file you wish to import and click Open. The data will be imported into
the QED driver and the QED driver will open the Deconvolute page.
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The samples can be recalculated and saved again as a new file.

11 Advanced Features
11.1 Compare Sample Fingerprints
It can be useful to compare sample fingerprints with fingerprints from other samples or known
hydrocarbon types. Comparing two samples can be used to show the relative differences in degradation
between the two samples or to confirm the similarity between a sample and a reference sample.
To compare fingerprints contained in the data set currently being used, open the Deconvolute sheet. Click
on the light blue box on the left under the Comparison selection box and use the drop down menu to
select the sample number or hydrocarbon type to compare to the currently displayed fingerprint. A light
blue fingerprint line will be displayed over the sample fingerprint that has the maximum peak height the
same as the original maximum peak height. To compare with a different sample in the data set, click the
Recalculate button and enter the sample number corresponding to the sample fingerprint required (1-10)
and follow the above procedure to select the comparison fingerprint.
It is possible to save a fingerprint as a reference fingerprint that will remain in place until it is deleted or
the QED driver is closed. Go to the Library page and click on the Save Fingerprint button. A message will
ask if the fingerprint is to be imported from a saved file. Click No if the fingerprint to be saved is already
showing on the Deconvolute page. A second message will ask if the fingerprint to be saved is the
currently displayed fingerprint. Click YES to save it. The fingerprint ID will be shown next to the Save
Fingerprint box. If the fingerprint is in a previously saved file, click YES when the message box asks if
the fingerprint is to be imported. A dialogue box will show displaying available saved files. Select the
appropriate file. A message box will show “Saved Data file stored” when the file has been stored into the
driver. Go to the Deconvolute page and recalculate the required sample to show the fingerprint. Go to the
Library page and Click the Save Fingerprint button to save this fingerprint. The Fingerprint ID will show
if a fingerprint has been saved. This will be stored until either the driver is re-started or the Save
Fingerprint button is clicked again and a message will ask if the fingerprint should be deleted.
To compare other fingerprints to this reference fingerprint, select “Ref Fingerprint” from the Comparison
drop down menu.

If a permanent record of the comparison is required, use the Print Screen function and save the captured
screen image in Paint or similar. The above example shows Diesel matched with the sample.
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Saving a fingerprint from a previously saved data set will erase all current data. A warning will show if
data is already present. If a saved fingerprint is required for comparison, save the fingerprint before
running any samples or save the current data set and then save the required fingerprint
11.2 Background Subtraction
In some situations, the background contribution from non petroleum hydrocarbons may be significant at
nominal TPH concentrations below 50 ppm and can significantly increase the TPH value. QED has a
facility to minimise this background effect with samples containing low fuel hydrocarbon concentrations.
Background subtraction is not suitable for samples containing Coal Tars or Creosote compounds
It should be emphasised that the effect is minimised and not eliminated. Caution should be taken when
interpreting the results. Background subtraction is not required if a dilution of 500 or more has been
carried out. The software will flag a message stating background subtraction is not required if the dilution
is this high or if no background is recognised.
The fingerprints of these naturally occurring compounds can vary, but most have a significant and broad
peak in the middle of the darkest green band of the fingerprint. The example below shows the Clay type
background fingerprint in red compared to a sample extracted from a clay rich soil. The yellow line
shows the resulting fingerprint if the background is subtracted.
Typical background fingerprints for clays, loams and humic acids are stored in the QED library.
If the sample dilution is higher than x500, background subtraction is not required, because the sample will
dominate any background. In this situation, a red warning will show stating “Background Subtraction not
required”, just above the Background box on the Deconvolute sheet. Other warnings may show if the
selected background cannot be used or that the Site Specific Background selected is unavailable. A
message box warning will show if a background is applied to a sample that has already had a background
subtraction applied.
The results generated have (LBS) or (SBS) next to the fingerprint match in the Results sheet to indicate if
a Library (LBS) or Site Specific (SBS) background subtraction has been used.
Click on the Remove Background Subtraction button to obtain the original fingerprint.

Sample showing
typical clay type
background (Red
line)
Orange line shows
sample remaining
after background
subtraction
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Sample after
background
removed
Red line shows the
Bituminous
fingerprint applied
to the background
subtracted sample
fingerprint

The following procedures will help minimise the contribution of these background compounds. In the
example above, the Bituminous hydrocarbon type has been selected as the closest match. The background
type is showing green to indicate background subtraction has been applied to the sample.
11.2.1 Background Subtraction using Automatic Fingerprint Matching
Open the Deconvolute sheet. Open a sample file by clicking on the Recalculate button. Enter the sample
number that you wish to re-calculate. A message will ask if Background Subtraction is required. Click
YES and then click on the Background box to show the possible background fingerprint matches from the
drop down box.
Select the background required. The selected background fingerprint will show as a red fingerprint trace
over the black sample trace. The yellow trace is the hydrocarbon fingerprint after the background is
subtracted. If the background match is acceptable, click on the Apply Background Subtraction button.
The background will be removed. Click Recalculate to generate the results.
11.2.2 Background Subtraction using Manual Fingerprint Matching
Open the Deconvolute sheet. Open a sample file by clicking on the Recalculate button. Enter the sample
number that you wish to re-calculate. Click on the Background box to show the possible background
fingerprint matches from the drop down box.
Select the background required. The selected background fingerprint will show as a red fingerprint trace
over the black sample trace. The yellow trace is the hydrocarbon fingerprint after the background is
subtracted. If the background match is acceptable, click on the Apply Background Subtraction button.
The background will be removed.
Manually match the background subtracted fingerprint to the Library hydrocarbons. Once a suitable
match has been made, click SAVE and the results will be generated.
11.3 Site Specific Background
In some cases, the background may be unique to a site. A custom background fingerprint can be prepared
as follows.
Step 1
Locate soil samples that are a good distance from the area of contamination but that is made up of the
same soil matrix. Extract a sample using approximately 10g of soil to 20ml of extraction solvent. The soil
weight is not required so accuracy is not needed.
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Initially add 250 microlitres of the extract to 3ml of methanol in the cuvette. Run the extract as a sample
to check it is not a recognisable petroleum hydrocarbon because this would make a poor background. If
the quench or over range warning shows, dilute the extract and analyse again to confirm the sample is not
a petroleum hydrocarbon. In general, if the sample is over range, the sample does not contain background
material. If the sample is under range, add 500 microlitres of extract to 3ml of methanol in the cuvette and
re-analyse. If the result is still under range, the background is so low it will not significantly affect the
result and can be ignored. The next step is to use the intense UV light coming from the excitation source
to destroy any residual petroleum hydrocarbon in the sample and leave the naturally occurring
background material intact.
Step 2
Put the cuvette containing the sample into the QED. Open the Library sheet. Press the Click to Generate
Background Fingerprint button. A message box will initially ask if the currently displayed fingerprint
should be used for the background. Click No. A timer will then start next to the Background Subtraction
Window. After 5 minutes a message box will ask to “Click OK to create background fingerprint”. Click
OK and the extract will be analysed and the fingerprint stored. Do not leave the sample in the QED for
longer than 10 minutes before getting the background because even background organics will be
destroyed.
Step 3
Open the Deconvolute sheet. Use the Fingerprint Position tool to identify the highest peak of the
background fingerprint and the end position of the fingerprint where the right hand side of the
background fingerprint either touches the X axis or where the fingerprint levels out.

In the Background Subtraction Window selector in the Library sheet set the start value at 50 more than
the position of the highest point of the background fingerprint and end at 50 less than the end value. The
default value is start at 1100 and end at 1500. The background is usually in the dark green region to the
right of the fingerprint graph. Apply the background to check the fit on a sample.
The start and end values can be changed to obtain the best match of sample and background fingerprint.
Adjust these values so the right hand edge of the background matches the sample fingerprint.
The site background fingerprint can be selected from the Background drop down menu in the
Deconvolute sheet by selecting the Site Background fingerprint from the Background menu.
11.4 Using a Sample Fingerprint as Background
During the analysis it may be useful to use a previously analysed sample as a site background. This can
be achieved by going to the Deconvolute sheet and selecting the required sample by clicking the
recalculate button and entering the required sample number. Once the fingerprint is shown, go to the
Library sheet and click on the Click to Generate Background Fingerprint button. A message box will ask
if the currently displayed fingerprint should be used as a background. Click YES to capture the fingerprint
so it can be used for subsequent samples when Site Specific Background is selected. This procedure will
overwrite any existing background fingerprint.
11.5

Custom Calibrators
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The QED software has the facility to capture and store 2 custom calibrations. Custom calibrators can be
supplied by QROS or prepared using free product found on site. For best results generating on site
calibrators, an accurate balance is required with a resolution of 0.01gram. Custom calibrators are saved
and can be imported into the QED driver for subsequent use.
11.5.1 Custom Calibrator Preparation
Put a clean FCT tube onto the balance and zero (tare) the balance. Using the positive displacement pipette
set to 250 microlitres, take 250 microlitre aliquots of the material to be used as the custom calibrator and
put several of these into a dilution tube on the balance until approximately 2g is obtained. Note the
volumes used and calculate the density of the material.
Add 100 microlitres of the material to be used as the calibrator to a clean 40 ml glass VOA vial and add
40 ml of Methanol (or THF/Methanol mixture) using the dispenser. Put the lid on and shake until the
material being used as the standard dissolves. Dilute by adding 100 microlitres of this first solution into
10 ml of Methanol in a clean FCT. This will give a nominal 16 – 17 ppm for most petroleum based
hydrocarbon compounds. Analyse this mixture as a sample (fill cuvette ¾ full) and check if it is just over
or under the top red range line in the fingerprint window on the Data Input sheet. Adjust the volume of
initially diluted material added to the 10 ml of Methanol to get the maximum peak into this range. Use
this information to construct 5 concentrations spanning the lowest to the highest concentration.
Example. Neat product takes 14 x 250 microlitre aliquots to reach 2.3g. This gives a density of (1000/(14
x 0.250))*2.3 = 657.14 (657.14g/litre or 657.14 mg/ml)
100 microlitres of neat calibrator contains (100/1000)*657.14 = 65.714 mg
100 microlitres neat calibrator in 40 ml gives (0.1/40.1) * 65.714 = 1670.823 ppm
100 microlitres of this dilution in 10 ml of Methanol gives (100/(100+(10*1000)) * 1670.823 = 16.54
ppm
The amount of diluted material required to get the peak maxima to just above the diesel calibrator is 75
microlitres. This gives a maximum calibrator concentration of 75 microlitres of this dilution in 10 ml of
Methanol gives (75/(75+(10*1000)) * 1670.823 = 12.44 ppm
The typical dynamic range is 20 fold, giving an estimated lower concentration of 12.44/20 = 0.622 ppm,
rounded to one decimal place = 0.6 and an upper limit of 12 ppm (12.44 rounded to nearest whole
number). The mid point calibrator is calculated to be 12/5 (5 calibrators) = 2.4.
A series of calibrator concentrations can now be made with 0.6 ppm as the lowest calibrator concentration
followed by 1.5 ppm, 3 ppm, 6.5 ppm and finally 13 ppm. Make up these concentrations using 9ml of
Methanol in clean FCTs. The middle concentration calibrator is the concentration that will be used for
subsequent calibrations using this custom calibrator. In this example the 3 ppm calibrator is the middle
concentration.
11.5.2 Creating A Custom Calibrator
Turn off automatic fingerprint matching in the Library page. Run the neat product as a sample, diluting as
appropriate to get it into range. Using the Deconvolute sheet and the fingerprint position marker tool
(section 11.7) identify the start and end points of the fingerprint. Choose a point (typically the highest
peak) on the fingerprint that will be used to fit the calibration fingerprint to the sample fingerprint.
Open the Library sheet. In the box marked Custom Calibrator, enter a unique name for the calibrator
series, the hydrocarbon type (from the drop down menu : select the closest type the unknown is suspected
to be, eg light fuel, heavy fuel, tar, etc) and the calibration curve type from the drop down menu. (usually
linear). Enter the concentrations of the individual calibrators just prepared into the yellow boxes.
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Enter the fingerprint start position value into the Start box of the Custom Calibrator Integration Window
section in the Library page and enter the end fingerprint value into the End box of the Calibrator
Integration Window section. Put the fingerprint maximum position value into the Calibrator Peak Position
section.

Click on the Create Custom Calibrator button. If any other Excel workbook apart from the QED Driver is
open, a message will show requiring the other workbook to be closed. If this happens, close the other
workbook(s) and click the Create Custom Calibrator data capture button again. A message may show
stating that a file called QED Custom Cal already exists and should it be overwritten. Click YES. The
custom calibrator data is saved in a separate file called QED Custom Cal.
QED will ask to run a dark and blank, then the first calibrator. Insert the lowest concentration calibrator
into QED and click “OK”. The screen will go to the Data Input sheet and show analysing. Once the data
has been captured, remove the first calibrator. A message box will ask for the next calibrator to be
analysed. Place the next concentration calibrator into QED and click “OK”. This will continue until all 5
calibrators have been run. An R2 value will be shown in the Calibration Curve Linearity and a message
will ask if the calibration curve is to be saved. If the R2 is better than 0.985, click YES to save the curve.
Clicking NO will erase all of the data relating to the custom calibration.
Note: If the material to be used for the custom calibrator does not dissolve in the Methanol or the
THF/Methanol mixture, a site calibrator cannot be created. Contact QROS for advice.
During the analysis, various errors messages may show. The message types are the same as the PAH
calibrator error messages
The software can save up to two custom calibrators in addition to the conventional set. If a third custom
calibrator is started, a message will show saying the calibrators currently saved will be archived in a file
called CustCal. The new Custom Calibration will be stored in the normal CalFile. It is recommended that
the CustCal file is renamed if the custom calibration stored in this file is to be retained.
11.5.3 Matching custom calibrators to laboratory calibrations
In some cases it may not be possible to obtain a “pure” compound on site. A mixture of compounds may
be present, but only 1 component of the mixture is a genuine petroleum hydrocarbon. In this case prepare
a custom calibrator as described above but also send a neat sample of the product to be tested to the
reference laboratory for analysis.
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The laboratory result for example returns with a TPH value of 45,000 mg/kg of the neat product sent in.
Neat product will always be 1,000,000 mg/kg, so the ratio of actual TPH to the total weight of the neat
product is 45,000/1,000,000 or 0.045. Enter the value 0.045 into the Custom Calibrator Modifier Value
box to allow the QED to calculate the corrected concentration each time the custom calibrator is selected
in the fingerprint match.
11.5.4 Importing a custom calibrator
Open the Library sheet and click on the “Import Custom Calibration” button. Select the file required (the
default is CustCal in the Cal Files folder, but it is possible to import custom calibrations from a renamed
file) and click the OPEN button to import it into the QED driver. The QED will now automatically
calculate the calibration curves when Scan Set is run. It is also possible to run a full calibration by
running the mid concentration (#3) custom calibrator solution. The middle calibrator (3 ppm in the above
example) is used as the calibrator solution in subsequent calibrations for the custom calibrator.
The use of custom calibrators is at the users own risk and the performance and accuracy cannot be
guaranteed by QROS or its representatives.
11.6 Fingerprint Noise Removal
A few samples, especially those analysed with minimal dilutions may generate fingerprints with high
“Noise” peaks in the first segment of the fingerprint. This can be removed by going to the Modify
Fingerprint box in the Deconvolute sheet. Find the number on the graph X axis that corresponds to the
edge of the noise peak (10 – 150, see 11.7 Peak Position marker) and enter that number into the box and
press the Enter key. The noise peak will be removed from the fingerprint graph which will cause the main
part of the fingerprint to be shown in greater detail.
11.7 Peak Position Marker
Open the Deconvolute page.
Enter the number that corresponds to the X axis position
into the Peak Marker box. Press the Enter button.
A vertical line will display at the selected position.
Use this procedure to select appropriate X axis values
for a peak position and measurement window parameters
required for comparison, fingerprint matching,
background subtraction and custom calibration
parameters that are set in the Library page.

12 Maintenance
The QED has been designed as a field analysis instrument and is very robust. It requires little user
maintenance and can withstand extreme environments. It is splashproof but not fully waterproof and will
not tolerate complete immersion in water. The QED should be internally calibrated annually using a
calibrated light source. QROS can do this, replace the excitation source and clean the optics as part of an
annual inspection package.
12.1 Cuvette Holder Reflective Surface
The cuvette holder has reflective surfaces. If these surfaces become dull, the excitation source error
warnings may show. The most vulnerable surface is in the base of the cuvette holder. If the near end of
life or end of life excitation source error shows, check the Base Reflective Layer for damage. It should
not have deep scratches visible and should not be covered in dust or dirt.
If dirty, clean with a cotton bud moistened with methanol.
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If the Base Reflective Layer needs replacing, remove the Cuvette Holder Faceplate by undoing the 8
fixing screws.
Remove the square of reflective foil that forms the Base Reflective Layer. Clean any residue from the
Cuvette Holder Faceplate using methanol.
Peel off the backing from a new square of reflective foil (supplied as part of the QED package) and
carefully stick the foil onto the Cuvette Holder Faceplate. Ensure there are no creases or folds in the foil.
Replace the foil if this occurs.
Refit the Faceplate. The other reflective surfaces may be gently polished using a lint free cloth before
replacing the Faceplate.
12.2 Excitation source replacement
The main service item is the excitation source, which is designed to operate for approximately 3,000
hours or 8 hours every day for one year. This can however vary and is also dependent on the number of
on/off cycles experienced by the source and the ambient temperature that the QED operates in.
If any of the warning messages indicate the excitation source is nearing the end of its life, is at the end of
its life, or the source is not coming on at all, and the Cuvette Holder reflective surfaces are OK, follow the
instructions below to replace it.

Unplug QED from the power supply and computer.
The excitation source gives out powerful Ultra Violet
radiation that can cause blindness in a few minutes if
looked at directly.
Step 1
Carry out this procedure on a flat area. Unscrew the
Cuvette holder knob and screw this into the hole in the
back of the QED. Undo the 4 cross head screws, 2 from
the underside and 2 from the back. Pull the rear cover off
using the knob to help.
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Step 2
An oblong silver box will be seen inside
QED. Undo and remove the 2 wing nuts
that hold it in place. Lift up the silver box.
It will be attached with wires to the base
panel. Do not pull hard on the wires.
Invert the silver box and lay it on the flat
surface next to the QED unit. The
excitation source tube will be visible. DO
NOT REMOVE THE BASE PANEL.
This will invalidate any warranties and
require the unit to be factory calibrated.

Step 3
Wearing rubber gloves will help in this
procedure. Grasp the silver ends of the glass
tube (excitation source) and twist until the
gold contacts are in line with the holder slot
and remove. Take the new source from the
pack without touching the glass surface and
insert the tube contacts into the tube holder
slot, ensuring both ends are in. Twist the tube
until the contacts turn 90 degrees and the
tube is securely held at both ends. Place the
silver box over the securing bolts and do up
the wing nuts. Replace the back cover, do up
the 4 screws and remove the knob.

Detail showing gold contacts and slot
they should be inserted into. The other
end is the same.

Once the QED has been re assembled, connect the
QED to the power supply and the computer and open
the QED driver. Go to the Library page. Place the
QED Hydrocarbon Analyser. Operating Instructions
v3.0 holder into the QED. Click on
Page
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empty cuvette
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New
Excitation Source Setup button. The QED will start a

12.3
Cuvette Maintenance
The analysis cuvettes are an important part of the QED analyser and great care must be taken in their use.
The cuvettes supplied with the QED are high quality fluorescence cuvettes made from high purity quartz.
These are robust if handled correctly, but quartz is like glass and the cuvette will shatter if dropped onto a
hard surface or crack if pushed into the QED when not placed in the cuvette holder correctly. A cracked
cuvette may cause the turbidity error to occur when running samples or calibrators.
After several weeks use, especially if analysing hard water samples or samples containing microscopic
carbonate particles, a deposit can build up. The deposit is not immediately obvious but will trigger the
“Cuvette may require cleaning or replacing” error when running a blank. The deposit can be removed in
the field by soaking the cuvette in Coca Cola or equivalent soft drink containing phosphoric acid. It may
require 12 hours to remove the deposit. Kettle descaler, (citric or formic acid) available from most kitchen
or DIY stores is faster if it is available. After soaking, thoroughly rinse the cuvette in water and then in
clean methanol.
The cuvette is difficult to scratch, but over time this can happen. Small scratches are not a problem, but
larger scratches may cause the “Cuvette may require cleaning or replacing” error to show. If this happens,
the cuvette will need replacing.
12.4 Detector Window
A small circular lens can be found in the top of the square hole in the front of the QED that the cuvette
holder fits into. This can become dirty, especially if the QED is put away without removing a cuvette
which is full of sample or calibrator.
Clean the lens by moistening a cotton bud with methanol and gently wiping the lens with the cotton bud
until no discoloration is seen on the cotton bud. DO NOT squirt methanol directly onto the lens

13 Software Installation and Computer Specification
The QED driver will run on any Windows based PC Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10, but
Windows 8 may cause problems, so is not recommended.
.
The QED driver runs on any 32 bit Excel 2007, 2010 and 2013 versions. Ensure one of these versions is
installed on the computer which will allow the QED software to work.
Step1
To install the QED software, insert the QED CD into the computer CD drive. Open the CD directory and
select Omnidriver folder. (if no CD with the QED, contact QROS for the download link for the software)
Step2
Double click on the OmniDriver install file. Follow the on screen instructions. This will install the basic
runtime program and Excel components needed to operate the QED. Follow the on screen instructions
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and recommendations. The runtime program is an Ocean Optics derivative and can be installed into the
default Ocean Optics folder.
Step3
Copy the file “QED Save Data” into My Documents. With My Documents open, create a new folder. Call
this Cal Files. It is important to use exactly the same letters and spaces. Put the Excel file called “Calfile”
and “Calfile####” into this folder. The Calfiles must be the one supplied with the QED.
During use, the Calfile will become updated if custom or complete calibrations are carried out. The
Calfile#### can be used as a backup if the original fails. To use, open the Calfile#### file and SaveAs
Calfile. Click yes to over write the original file.
Step4
Copy the QED Driver file from the CD to the PC (the desktop is a useful place).
The QED driver is now ready for use.
The use of this software requires a reasonably powerful PC or laptop. A dual core 1.8Ghz system with
2Gb of RAM is the minimum recommended specification. Excel 2007 is known to have stability issues
and runs approximately 5 times slower than Excel 2010, especially if Vista is the operating system.
The QED driver is an encrypted Excel file that can be archived for back up purposes, but not copied. It is
matched to the QED analyser and will not work with another QED analyser.
Software updates may become available from time to time. Users will be notified and the update may be
downloaded from a secure page on the QROS website
Windows 8
Windows 8 is not recommended, but if that is all that is available follow these instructions. Windows 8
has a “driver signature enforcement” feature that is enabled by default. The QED driver is not a
Microsoft signed drivers. When you try to install an unsigned driver, you are going to receive an error
message that says “The third party INF does not contain digital signature information.”
To allow the driver to be installed, the driver signature enforcement feature must be disabled. Here is
how to do it:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

In Windows 8, click the “Power” button to get to its menu.
Press the <Shift> key and click restart at the same time.
You will get a screen that says “Choose an option.” Select “Troubleshoot.”
In the “Troubleshoot” screen, select “Advanced Options.”
In the “Advanced Options” screen, select “Startup Settings.”
In the “Startup Settings” screen, click the “Restart” button.
After the PC restarts, select item (7) Disable driver signature enforcement.”
You should now be able to install the Windows device driver successfully.
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14 Typical Hydrocarbon Fingerprints
The commonly encountered hydrocarbon types and associated fingerprints are shown below.

Gasoline

Jet Fuel : JP-5

Diesel

Very Degraded
Fuel
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Kerosene

Jet Fuel : JP-8

Degraded Fuel

Mineral
Lubricating Oil
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Transformer Oil

Coal Tar (MGP)

Coal Creosote
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